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sale

03CAMPUS

25SPORTS

03 LGA feature
03 Teaching
for free

_ 27 Men's basketball

. 04 Queer Stutiies
minor
| 04 Campus Cilps.
OSGleckMesatip
07 UPD clips

Ga

29 Letters
to the Editor

| O9COMMUNITY
08 Branham goes to EPA

ay |

10 Bubbles
turns 30
12 Local briefs

31CLASSIFIEDS

ONTHECOVER

MT] 13SCIENCE
HSU’s Fred Hooks and Mark White put the prescure on a
Southern Oregon player during Saturday's game in the

East Gym. The ‘Jacks
won 115-59. See page
27.

Es

thejack@humboidt.edu
Website www.mergemedia.org
$7.50
/ Semester Mailing address NHE 6, HSU Arcata,
CA 95521
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17 David Crosby preview
18 Dana Lyons preview
20 Morris Graves Museum

CORRECTIONS

21 Massagana review
22 Matrix Revolutions
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Native American Studies depart-

ment chair Joseph Giovannett’s.

ac

Seo

and contentof

Next semester,
Huribokn Stete wil
become the second schoo! in the
CSU system to offer a Multicultural
Queer Studies program.

13 HSU Marine
Lab
14 Science
to snack on
15 Sexually Speaking

17SCENE

Newsroom 707.826.3271 Ad Department 707.826.3259 Fax 707.826.5021
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30CALENDAR
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ing with stresses, he said. “It's a

lot of different things that come together and work,” Dumiao said.
Dumlao resides over Hemlock,
one of eight buildings in The Can-

yon,

which

houses

about

50

resi-

dents. He refers to it as his second home, his first being in his
home town, Vallejo, Calif. “I've always liked helping people grow
and learn,” Dumiao said. “I! have
great residents and community, |
couldn't-ask for more.”
He says the diverse group of
people living in his hall make the
worth it. People of different ethnic backgrounds and ways
of thinking blend together to make

considered

with before, or has never seen or

heard of. “Not knowing what to do
to say can be scary.”
or what
Dumiao says initially residents
have stereotypes of what an LGA
is. “They assume we are just here
as enforcement of housing policy,
when in fact that’s only a small as-

pect of what we do,” Dumiao said.
“We're helping people get an idea

precedent, she free that would have

which
is full time.
The
environmental resources
engineering
de-

need for certain Normally been taught
to be by q paid Unit 3
classes
more important.
“When | made employee means that partment has five
the decision

to q@ faculty members

teach for free, |
considered

my who

would

have

:

need ot goal taught that class is

versus
dents’

”
:
the stuneeds out of a job.

volunteers

this

semester, two of
have

whom

—. Ss

of-

oe

in the spring as

well.
of what their future will be, forfor better writThis fall, HSU
Robin Meiggs
mulating people and giving the
ing and speakCFA chapter president educed its class
ing skills,” Woo
opportunity to experience new
offerings by more
things.”
said. “We hope
than 200 classes. However, many
The different connections made — this is a temporary situation. We
of those cuts resulted from the
are playing it by ear.”
through meeting new people will
students.
full- time ge
ofrta
sho
All of the students in Woo's
leave a lasting impression on
"We are worried that there may
technical communications engiDumiao. “It's an adventure,” he
be far more widespread layoffs
neering lab know she is “teaching
said. “You never know who you're
in the next term than we know gratis,” as she puts it.
going to meet or see.”
about,” Meiggs said.
said that teaching
Meiggs
He encourages students interclasses for free sends the wrong
ested in future positions to get in-

volved in resident councils.
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he can’t handle, has never dealt

ee

seems fit for his methods of cop-

a time
free sets a bad “Teaching classes for teaches
base above 1.0,

eet

to decoupage

Obstacles Dumiao has met
have been in situations he feels

a

comparison

flyer

Sheri Woo Unit 3 employCalifornia Faceé means that a
ulty
Associaenvironmental resources engineering
faculty member
tion,
including
lecturer
who would have
HSU
Chapter
taught that class
President Robin
is
out
of
a
job,”
Meiggs
said. “The
Meiggs, frown upon the practice
union doesn't support faculty losof working for free, Woo formally
ing their jobs, even during a budvolunteered to teach a class for
get crisis.”
the first time this semester. She
Besides financial predicaments,
has been at HSU for the last three
academic overload and sick leave
years in a paid position.
also contribute to academic classin a letter to The North Coast
es being taught for free. AcaJournal, Woo wrote that while she
demic overload refers to when a
agreed with Meiggs and the CFA
,
faculty member
that teaching for

es

A

lao said. “) might not have the an-

of the

te

ge

practice. “| just organized myself
with different binders for school,
work and LGA business.”

ties and events he organizes and
publicizes.
He said living in the halls is an
experience that students should
go through. “I try to make [Hemlock] a place where people know
they can ask me questions,” Dum-

members

Skills.”

free
have
been
paid

+

be used for schoolwork or piano

writing and speaking

classes for
that would
normally
taught by a

at

skills by recognizing his periods
of down time, which could better

said, referring to housing activi-

swer, but there might be a
with one."

partment.
Despite
the
fact that certain

“Teaching

for better

Seerye

lao said. “Just remembering it will
all clear up helps.” He said he has
enhanced his time management

needs

Mei-

od

my self I've got to breathe,” Oum-

engineering de-

Teakjobs,

u

i

tice and a social life has taken
much planning and relaxation.
Much more than Dumiao anticipated at the start of the fall semester.
“| got myself a planner and told

“a stellar” hall, he said. “Really, I'm
fortunate to have an area so eCclectic.”
‘Making sure housing guidelines are followed and being an
academic and social resource for
his residents makes up the bulk of
his responsibilities. “Sometimes |
feel like a wedding planner,” he

’

we

ing at the AIR Center, music prac-

Versus the students

it also infringes

My need for money

teer — in Hsu's

sy

| was Superman,” Paulo Dumlao, a music junior and living
group adviser for the on-campus
resident halls, said.
Balancing school, work, work-

e es
Sotoenvironmen-

complish
more
with less money,

Cee

with
This sassy GA overflows
y
for life
enthusiasm and positivit
66 | thought | could do it, | thought

as a paid employee
and
one as a volun-

“When |
decision
free, | considered

courses — one

Who's

Campus Epitor

tion courses — activity courses —
some of them are academic.
Not only does voluntary teaching create the
erroneous
immade the
pression _ that
CSUs
can acto teach for

an exception this semester.
In addition to working part time
for an environmental consulting
company, Woo
teaches
two

Paulo Dumiao enjoys eating in his spare time. sae

By Karen Wilkinson

these classes are C-11 classifica-

:

SU Lecturer Sheri Woo said
"| she doesn't normally cross
‘picket lines, but she made

to the chancellor's office.
“Humboldt has a history of
classes being taught for free,”
Meiggs said. While the majority of

Ser

faculty
teach without
salary, union opposes practices
message — that HSU can offer
By
Kim
Thorpe
more classes with less money —
Stare Wrirer
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eOf the 7,462 hate crimes
at occured in 2002, 16.
percent were targeted beuse of their actual or perived sexual orientation.
eSexual orientation reprents the third largest ha
vation tracked by th

vost's approval and a CSU system
review.
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“The main benefit of having
this sort of [minor] is that the more
HSU's newest interdisciplinary
minor,

multicultural

queer

stud-

people learn about alternate gen-

ders and sexual orientations, the

more their minds will be freed from
the heterosexist and genderized
social web that we exist in,” Chapman
said. “Then hopefully that cytegrate multiple ethnicities into the
cle will repeat itself and eventualsame field.
ly our society will
—
get
“Don't

ies, the second field of its kind to
be offered in the CSU system after
SF State in 1980s, is the first to in-

a important part of

take the classes,” the individual and

nior who has tak- Practices are Only

i

see
oo

saia,

cana ©

Other classes, if at

controlled,”

Additional courses will be offered when “the CSU system's
[budget] improves, probably in a
few more years,” Eric Rofes, an
education professor, said. He said
he hopes to teach courses focused on gay men sometime, “but
that won't be for a while.”
Multicultural
queer
studies
is housed in Women's Studies,
House 52, and advised by Kim
Berry.
The Transgender Day of Remembrance is tomorrow, a day
started in 1999 as a response to
the growing issue of anti-transgender violence leading to death.
South Lounge.

the

“It helps us to analyze the social

Joe Chapman jeilations that en-

terrelations of sex,

ACES

in and an understanding of more
people.”
:

pamphiet stated.

“The concept of all.”

Pgh

°

_have been, and

vaguely covered in

challenges
queer
us to rethink the in-

psychology senior able hate crimes

gender and sexual-

ity,” a pamphiet on
the minor states. “We have chosen
the title ‘Multicultural Queer Studies’ for this minor based upon the
insights and contributions of people of color within the debates of
queer theory and politics.”
The effort to launch this minor began spring of 2002, from

' student input. The process took
faculty and student involvement,
including curriculum committee

reviews, HSU's president and pro-

Transgender Day of Remembrance, the international initiative to prevent violence against

FBI does not

ee

a

doe Chapman. ® non-heterosexual

;

Remembering the slain

part of the individual and nonheterosexual practices are only
minor]
“(The
vaguely covered in other classes,
helps us to exif at all,” Chapman said. “Hopefulamine how sex_ ly [students will get] a better grasp
on what kind of a world they live

title, it will all make
after

.

y Clipy

be a better one.”

freaked out by the “Sexuality is avery

sense

[

as well as nonconsensual genital surgeries.”
Classes are being offered from
existing courses in various departments, including education, psy-

chology, theatre, women's studies,

ethnic studies and political science. “This is a field that consists
of many different disciplines, and
hence a broad array of debates
and issues have emerged,” the
pamphiet stated.
“Sexuality is a very important

transgender persons, will be hosted tomorrow on
campus. The day's events begin at 10 a.m. with a
workshop titled “Hate Rape and Boys Don’t Cry” in
Nelson Hall, room 106.
This marks HSU's second year of participation
in the observance, which is sponsored locally by
QSU-Trans and the transgender support group of

the HSU Queer Student Union. The Women's Center and Multicultural Center are assisting with production of the event, which memorializes Rita Hester, a murder victim.

Art dept. receives works

The HSU art collection received three major
works, a sculpture, a painting and prints, which
were unveiled at a private reception Nov. 7. The art
department's Reese Bullen Gallery maintains the
pieces. Students in the Art Museum and Gallery
Practices Program were responsible for acquiring
the gifts by preparing condition reports, researching their importance, writing the educational labels,

Photos donated to library
The HSU library has received a large donation
of photographic materials and books from the family of Peter Palmquist, the prominent late photo historian.
The majority of the prints and negatives are by
northwestern California photographers, or of local
scenes.
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e We are looking for credentialed teachers
in all subject areas
© University Intern applicants wanted in:

> Mathematics
> Selence

© $41,177 - minimum salary for credentialed teachers
© Rewarding and gratifying professional experiences
Contact: george.gonzalez@lausd.net

james. brumitt@lausd.net

800-TEACHLA 29144 or x29148

Go to www.teachinla.com to find out more.
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Saturday. November 22:
LICKETY SPLIT
Live Funk, 24 & Over; $5
eer

1900
733 8th Street ¢ On The Plaza, Arcata ® 822301 F Street ¢ Old Town, Eureka ¢ 445-1912
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11/18-11/25,

down the doors!

- Epiphone

Ristorante Italiano

Price valid 4

Our new gear is busting
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Reggae, 21 & Over; Cover
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Thursdays:
HIGHGRADE SOUND

performed to

the delight
of the HSU
community on
Monday.
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The HSU
Samba Club
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The Sustainable Commu-
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nities Bio-Diese! Roadshow, a
collective of students, activists

Arizona, during Thanksgiving

a ee ee“2? a
Rage

break, Nov. 22 to 30, to deliver

a aechia Da th

,

food, supplies and support for
Navajo and Hopi elders resist-

ing relocation near the world’s

<a

largest open pit coal strip mine.
The mine is operated by
Vi

yr

at.

fee

SF

mmeoleamelaerelerehe

Energy,

Peabody

the world's

. largest coal company. To help
with this trip, a benefit show
will be taking place on Thurs-

day, Nov. 20th at 7 p.m.

at

1031 6th St. Included in this
benefit will be a 30-minute
documentary on the region.
There will also be a reggae band, “Reggae Roots,”

Raffle

performing.

FOR YOU!

WE LOBBY
lo
Faas

Prizes

include Humboldt State student artists and there will
be apple and pumpkin pie
served to raise funds for the
indigenous people of Black

Mesa. A $10 donation is also
being requested at the door.
According to the Black Mesa
Indigenous Support website
“in 1966, the Hopi and Navajo
tribal councils—not to be confused with the general tribal
population—signed strip-mining leases with a consortium of
20 utilities that had designed
a new coal-fired energy grid
Southwest.”
urban
for the
The coal is valued at more

Photo courtesy
of Bil Hodges

of $10,000 per year; Navajo
earn an average of $5,000 per
year.) Peabody Energy, whose
2002 sales of 198 million tons
of coal gained total revenue of
$2.7 billion, claims the Black
Mesa Coal Mine, along with the
Kayenta mine, provide electricity for 3.5 million families
located in southern California,
Nevada, and western Arizona.
Peabody also states the
mines provide hundreds of
jobs for the local communities.
At the Navajo and Hopi reservations, home to 16,000 Navajo and 6,000 Hopi, resources continue to be exploited.
According to a 2002 report
by the Department Of Interior's

than $100 billion. Tribal members earn incomes well below
the poverty line. (According to

BMIS the Hopi earn an average

Office

of

Mining:

Surface

“(Peabody Energy's) extraction of water, at its current
rate has in fact drained the
aquifer below levels required
to sustain above ground water
reservoirs, springs and wells.
Currently wells and springs
from Kayenta Mine ali the
way to Hotevilla are dry and
no longer self-produce water

RESTAURANT & TAPAS

Internetionel Cuisineglobe. Open

Authentic tapas and daily specials from around the
iteuntil |am.
Friday & Saturday
daily for dinner Spm- |Opm. Late-N
weekends
on
Reservations suggested

one,

©. 8

Thurs, Nov 20th: Collective Jazz
*

Fri,
A

Ae

,
ERE

Nov 2) th: Shoshanna
|

UE Pe

,

.
-

Sat, Nov 14th: Enel Allert yee Se

at pre-mining
levels.” The
report continues to explain
denial
Energy's)
“(Peabody
and misinformation campaign
about their true effect on the
local watershed proves (the
company)
has no concern
for the well-being of Hopi
and Navajo Tribal Members
and are not committed to
a sustainable water plan.”
The group will be traveling
aboard SCBR's biodiesel bus,
which has traveled to a variety
of conferences and demonstrations over the last two years.
For more information on
the trip or to make a donaHodges
Bill
contact
tion
at (707) 825-7178
or the
Redwood
Peace
and Jus826-2511.
at
Center
tice
Donations can be dropped
off at RPJC at 1040 H St. in
Arcata. For more info on the
history of Black Mesa or to read
the complete donation wish list

go to www.blackmesais.org.
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Monday, Nov. 10

A purse

was

in the

stolen

JGC parking lot.
3:05 p.m.
Buttons in the JGC elevator
were burnt.
3:57 p.m.
A mirror in the men’s

me oe A | ae rt
a
el
ie
he

It was reported marijuana
smoking was underway on
the third floor of Sunset Hall.
No contact was made with the
subjects and no report is to be
handled by housing.
2:01 a.m.
A report of serveral loud
subjects in an unknown room
in Madrone Hall was taken.
UPD contacted the subjects
and advised them to pipe
down.
12:03 p.m.

Di

SE

1:18 a.m.

D
&
D
PAW NSHOP

rest-

room in the library had been
vandalized.
3:58 p.m.
A BB gun found in the
bushed behind Maple Hall
was

confiscated

by

the

re-

sponding officer.
7:41 p.m.
A subject was cited for un-

licensed driving during a traffic stop on LK Wook Blvd. at
Plaza Ave.

7:53 p.m.

A female subject who resides in Juniper Hall reported
being harassed by another
student.

6:25 p.m.

An officer noticed a strong
odor of marijuana in Juniper
page &
onued
UPD, contin

aa
4a
Buy ° Sell - Trade

AZUSA

PACIFIC

Mon-Fri 10:00-5:00
Sat 10:00-3:00
CLOSED SUNDAY
Eureka, CA 95501
(707) 445-8332 Fax: (707) 445-2196

Worrying Doesn't Prevent Pregnaney.

Emergency Contraception Can.
Don’t beat yourself up when things don’t go according to
pian. You have up to 72 hours (3 days) after unprotected

intercourse to take the Emergency Contraceptive (EC)
pill. Now, you don't even need a prescription at some
. Call Six Rivers Planned Parenthood to find
out how to get EC in time.
l< & cc
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Birth contro
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“UPD: no DUIs thisweek?___—_

—*

on his way.

9:59 p.m.

10:03 p.m.

A housing employee requested an officer accompany
her while she conducts a welfare check on a subject residing in The Manor. The subject
was transported to Semper Vi-

rens for a self committal.
1:22 a.m.

MWF 11-1:50 Marianne

Ahokes

MW 15-16:20 (See. 1)

&$ 480

upon UPD's arrival.
3:01 a.m.

ES 480 Diversity
Conference

Es 400

iterations Latino
Film Seminar

April 6-8

& the Black Experience (3)

see? Issec Carter

ES 480 We Are Connected

Through

;

Ww e750

door. The subject was gone
.

A golf cart pushed into the
elevator at JGC was removed.
2:11 pom.

UPD assisted APD in trans-

& eerepaen
oe

ES 480 Asian

it was reported a white
male was writing on doors in
Redwood Hall and fled when
the reporting party opened the

sasesaease

im Lit. (4)

ES 336 Ethnicity& —”

ES 480 White Privilege (4)

TR 15:30-16:50 (Sec. 4) Jennifer Eichsted?

So

“April 10

ES 480 Q-Fest: Qross-

Seecseeceesasegueceeseaagaeeasaauas

ural Queer Film
Festival

March 25-27

porting animal parts to a corp
yard west of the 101 in Arcata.

Ws

Nov.

12
10:14 a.m.
Vandalism that occurred on

~ the third floor of the library inside the women's restroom
was reported.

Thursday, Nov.

13

12:07 a.m.
Garbage dumpsters found
in the roadway behind Founders Hall were moved back by
+ an Officer.

MCKINLEYVILLE CHIROPRACTIC
WORK

INJURIES

¢ AUTO ACCIDENTS

* LOW BACK PAIN

Thursday, Nov. 13

* HEADACHES

ing the showers in the Forestry
Building. UPD contacted two’
subjects who were advised regarding being in the building
after hours.

10:33 p.m.
Strong odor

Tuesday, Nov. 11

ES 308 Multicultural Perspectives (3
TR 1-12:and20TR cepa.

!

It was reported a “transient
type female” was possibly us-

3:09 p.m.
A subject selling bongs
under the Pedestrian Underpass was contacted and ad-

of marijuana

was reported in the area of the
Art quad. An officer contacted
a subject who “most likely was
smoking,” and advised him of
regulations.

Friday, Nev. 14

5:02 p.m.
The Health Center filed
a cross report of domestic violence that occurred in
McKinleyville. The Humboidt
County Sheriff's Department
was advised.
9:05 p.m.
Vandalism in room 128 of
Founders Hall was reported.

Saturday, Nov. 15
8:39 a.m.
The Forbes Complex men's
locker room was vandalized.
Three fire extinguishers were
stolen and the fire alarm apparatus was tampered with.
6:13 p.m.
Someone locked inside the
library was given access to the
outside world.

Sunday, Nov. 16
12:16 a.m.
A bicycle was

stolen from

the Tan Oak bicycle rack.

vised of regulations and sent

Most Insurances Accepted
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By Serena Zelezny
Community Eoiror
In a decision that has disappointed some
local environmentalists, last Wednesday Gov.
appointed Jim Branham,
Schwarzenegger
highly criticized Pacific
the
a spokesman for
Lumber Company, to a top position on the Cali-

fornia Environmental Protection Agency.

Branham was named the undersecretary of
the EPA under environmentalist Terry Tamminen
who was appointed secretary.
“| am honored and excited about this opportunity,” Branham said.
“Working at the state government and with
these general issues make me feel very confortable.”
Branham has about 20 years of experience
working with the state government.
He served as the undersecretary of the
California Resources Agency and as the chief
deputy director at the California Department of
Forestry and Fire Protection prior to taking his
position as the director of external relations at
Palco.
But Palco has long been seen in a mixed
light, especially in Northern California.
The logging company has seen much Criti-

E
Ak

7 sa Cisep.. from environmental activists who believe

wan
++
»

=
,

“S

clear cuts have destroyed old growth
, which in,turn-allows water and sediwe

i *itisides and into rivers and onto

eneney

vel

What is the EPA?

personal property.
“EPIC (Environmental Protection Information
Center) thinks this is a terrible choice for this
position,” said Cynthia Ekins, the program director at EPIC.
EPIC was actively involved in protecting
the Headwaters Forest, a large old growth forest that Palco had threatened to cut in the ‘80s
and ‘90s.
The lumber company sold the forest to the

federal government for $480 million and prom-

ised to restrict its logging by 30 percent to help
avoid wildlife-harming landslides.
Ekins said Branham was involved with negotiating an agreement between the state and
Palco for the Headwaters Deal when he was
serving on the resources agency.
“Soon afterward he took the position at Pacific Lumber,” Ekins said.
“We

have

seen

Branham

in

action

for

a-

while,” Ekins said. “He is no one we should be
trusting with the important resources of California.”
Ekins said that in the past Branham has
been a strong lobbyist for Palco at regional wa-

ter board meetings.

“The water board, which has had conflicts
with;Palco regarding water runoff, is overseen

by'the state EPA.
*He used to lobby the regional water board,“
EkiNg. said. Ne
bos$i*
———

The
California
Environmental Protection Agency was put in
place in 1991 by Governor's Executive Order.
it is made up of six boards and
departments responsible for state
issues:
e The Air Resources Board
e The Department of Pesticide
Regulation
e The Department of Toxic Substances Control
e The Integrated Waste Management Board
e The Office of Environmental
Health Hazard Assessment
e The State Water Resources Control Board

The purpose of the EPA is to
create a voice for the -protection
of human health and the environment.
On the California EPA Web site
it said} “Our mission is to restore,
protes pane enhance the environ-

eft.tP.ensure public health, enyal quality and economic
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. extended Minor) in 74," Joyce said.
“When she and her husband opened their.
_. store, Joyce said that her husband at the time

had more of @ background in chemistry than

eee

Atthe young age of 25, Victoria Joyce went
or 6 Rien” OORT ren Oey erens He

ing soap.

That was 30 years: ago and Bubbies in

Arcata remains a favorite spot for many locals

and even outside of the community.
‘It all started when Joyce Was getting her:
degree in history from UC Berkeley.

she did. So he. worked on the formulas for the
products while she was “the guinea pig.”
When Bubbles first opened,. Joyce said
that it was still &n unusual idea to have unscented products that can be customized according to the.customer's favorite scents.
~ “Just about everything in ouf store-is unscented now,” she said.

“I teled some of my friend's avocado sham- ...._.

poo that she had purchased at a nea
=

store, and it was wonderful.”

“It was good for your body and poche

it was
ent
and | knew
the environm
_

part of,” she said.
to beaed
| want

ned,”

she said. “| have taught myself all |

something:;. kFiow about business.” * :
Beha
ST

“| have .gone:'to night: sefool and’ taken

After working for social security for three

classes in bookkeeping, but what | really

to Jive in... know. about: business is all from practical ex-

years, Joyce knew she vane
Northern California.
So she decided to open her own business
and begin making her own bath products.
“We opened in January of 1973," she said
of her store, which is located in almost the exact same spot as it was when it opened.
“When they extended the Minor: Theatre
from a single theater it took away two store
fronts,” she said. One of them was hers.
“We moved into this spot (next to the now

perience.”
Joyce also began her. business at a time
when women had just began signing lone
without their husband's signature.

“| don't know if it has really been any different because | am a wornan,”. she said. “! have
never been a man, so | really don't know.”

“| don't really think about it [being a woman
in business],” Joyce said. “I just do.”

Photo by Serena Zelezny

Victoria nib, owner of Bubbles, a bath store located
in Arcata, continues to enjoy her job after 30 years.

Bubbles, continued on next page

HSU Employees! HSU Students!
Call CSFECU
to re-finance
or to get

pre-approved!

443-8662
Ext:

21,22, or 14

- 2001 and newer
- Up to 84 Months
- 100% Financing,
plus Tax & License
Avenue Gureka,CA 95501 WWW.CSFECU20.COM

community
Branham: —

sur.’ CHER-AE HEIGHTS CASINO

Continued
from page 9

Sonja Williams,
the
president of the campus

Earth

First!

need

to

be

said,

“We

conscious

of what his motivations
are being a part of these
boards."
“Maybe he is aware
of the problems
going on and can provide:
constructive solutions,”
Williams said. “But of
course that is being optimistic.”
“| know that there are

some people who have
critisim about it,” Branham said. “It doesn't really bother me.”
“| have been pleased
to be involved in what is
the most environmentally-sensitive timber company in the state,” Branham said.
Branham said that he
will miss the friends he
has made at Palco and
in Humboldt County, but
he is looking forward to
working on Gov. Schwarzenegger's
policies
environment.
the
about
He will be leaving for
Sacramento next week.

OR
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Continued
from page 10

She

said

her

that

young age was more of
a challenge to her when
she began the business.
up
pick
“| would
the phone and people
thought | was a little kid,”

she said.
“That was just something | had to get past,”
said Joyce

who

is now

married to a local elementary-school teacher
and the mother of two
girls.

“| like what | do,” she

said.

“| feel

like

| am

making a difference.”

“| think | am a good
someone
of
example
who does what they love
and it all works out.”
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| become someone else's phonebook tomorrow.

ie

(9) funded in part by SBC/Pacifc Bell
Glassblowers

815 Sth street
On the Plaza, Arcata
Open 7 days a week
822-7420

Q

is just around the corner!
Christmas
Great gift ideas and stocking stuffers!
Hand Blown ornaments, noveicies and more!

Huge Disc Golf Selection
Member
and supporter of our
lecal dise golf club—Par © infinity

Great selection of hand blown glass art,
Tiffany inspired lamps and more!

We

do custom

briefs

¢ 2585 Central Avenue

Safeway
2520 Harris Street
All Eureka Public Schools

local

orders

Police warn
to
be careful
on the road
In response to several near-collisions between bicyclists and automobiles the Arcata
Police Department and the HSU Police Department'are urging bicyclists to be especially cautious and follow traffic rules.
They remind bicyclists that it is important
to ride in bike lanes and remember to wear
helmets.
UPD Police Chief, Robert Foster said that
in at least one recent incident, a fatality could
have resulted from a bicyclist ignoring traffic rules.
Foster said it is especially dangerous
when cyclists weave in and out of traffic and
ignore stop signs at intersections.

EAP created to help
students go to college
The California Department of Education,
the State Board of Education and the California State University system have collaborated to create a program to better prepare high
school students for college.
The Early Assessment Program is geared
towards boosting students’ proficiency in
English and math.
The program is voluntary.
The agencies hope that the new program
will provide and easier transition from high
* school to college.

APD uncovers meth
lab in hotel room
Arcata

for pervious drug offenses.
APD's new narcotics detection K-9 Cody
was used to help uncover the lab.
The investigation has been turned over to
the Humboidt County Drug Task Force.

Free downloads for
students in the future
Assemblywomen Rebecca Cohn has announced her commitment to work with colleges and universities in California to find alternatives to providing access to online music
and videos to students.
“Giving students a legal alternative for services will free up critical bandwidth on college campuses: for use in the important intellectual pursuits for which they were put in
place,” Cohn said in a press release.
Penn State University recently made a deal
with Napster allowing Penn Sate students access the online music service for free.
This deal could pave the way for other colleges and universities.

Authentic N.Y. Style Pizza

o Wiseguy Pizza

a

ing the hotel room of a woman on probation

1504 G St. + Arcata « 822-6199

w/White Sauce

discovered

with other drug paraphernalia upon search-

NEW YORK ,..ic
° Grilled Chicken Pizza

Department

small portable methamphetamine lab along

and Repairs!

¢ Vegetarian Pizza

Police

¢ Garden Salad

e Antipasto Salad

+ Veggie Rolls

—Compiled by Serena Zelezny

Marine lab renovations further enhance

By Kira Rubenthaler
Science Eoitor
HSU's 38-year-old Fred Telonicher
Marine Laboratory in Trinidad recently
began a series of renovation projects
designed to streamline work space
and modernize lab equipment.
The project includes creating a
new lab, conference room and offices
and replacing equipment.
“It's going to look completely different in here by the time school starts
next semester,” Dennis Thoney, the
director of marine facilities, said.
Thoney said one of the purposes of

Bight legged giant
“The biggest attraction here is th

*

the renovations is to attract scientists

from other universities to the lab. He

said the presence of these scientists
would introduce new research projects and techniques.

Thoney said the lab is trying to get
another grant to fund renovations to
the wet lab at the north end of the
building. This project would include
rearranging and replacing tanks and
equipment.
“(We want to] bring them up to
date,” Thoney said.
According to a display in the build-

ing, the “primary emphasis of the
marine facilities is to support under-

graduate education and student and
faculty research.”
The marine lab contains a circulating sea water system, a large wet lab
and several teaching labs, as well as
display aquariums, a touch tank and
various educational displays.
Classes in

on the walls,

taught at the

octopus

to swell

the educational opportunities are not
just available to college students.
Over the last year, the lab’s marine
naturalist conducted tours for 1,500
elementary and high school students.
Students between the ages of 5 and
12 participate in the Marine Sciences
Summer Program, which offers workshops in July.
The marine naturalist conducts
guided tours, but visitors are also welcome to take a self-guided tour. Over
the last year, more than 11,500 tourists visited the lab, which was double
the amount of visitors from the year
before. The guest book listed people
from as far away as South America,
Australia and Europe.
Those taking their own tour can
read the variety of educational dis-

to sea

sharks

Cu-

cumbers.
The touch tank is outside and al-

Catherine Valentine

office manager at the marine lab

lab.
However,

into

display, containing species of invertebrates and fish ranging from an

|

and

peer

aquariums and explore the touch
tank.
There are seven aquariums on

come in and see them?”

moleay pee

receive double-pane windows and
new heaters and furniture.

hung

biology, Nere, and why not let people

aphy

This room

plays

sc “We had all these animals
aquarium
ae

in the marine lab will

< 4.

Sea anemones can be examined in the touch tank behind the lab.

ies

Egan
Jameso
Phbyot

‘

ge
4
Photo by James Egan

oi
tertidal_anijoey

*

found local>

eine

starfish and
anemones.
Cathe-

rine Valentine, the office manager for
the lab, said staff with collector's permits collect invertebrates and fish to
use in research. Some of the animals
collected are extras, and these are
displayed in the tanks.
“We had all these animals here,
and why not let people come in and
see them,” Valentine said.
Besides providing educational opportunities, the museum's facilities
are available for research by faculty,
undergraduate students and graduate students.
“Students use these (labs) all the
time,” Thoney said.
According to the lab’s newsletter,
12 Master's thesis projects were conducted through the lab from 2002 to
2003, including studies on salmon,

octopus,” Catherine Valentine, the office manager at the marine lab said.
The octopus in one of the lab's display aquariums is a giant Pacific octopus, which is the world’s largest octopus. The average octopus of this
species has an arm span of 10 feet
and weighs about 100 pounds,
The director of marine facilities,
Dennis Thoney, said octopuses are
used to being in confined spaces and
spend a lot of time in caves.
According to an article in the marine lab's Summer 2002 newsletter,
octopuses are the smartest invertebrate and have the greatest brain-tobody-size ratio. It has been estimated
that their ability to solve problems is
about equal to that of a house cat.

How to visit the marine lab:
When? The public is welcome to tour
the lab Monday through Friday 9 a.m. to
4:30 p.m. and Saturday and Sunday 12
to 4 p.m. Guided tours can be arranged
by calling 826-3689.

Where? 570 Ewing St., Trinidad
How much? Self-guided tours are
free, though donations are appreciated.
Call for costs of guided tours.
sandpipers and harbor seals.

The other part of HSU's marine facilities is the research vessel, the Coral Sea,
which provides more equipment for research and education.
Valentine said some of the funding for

the marine facilities comes from the university, but the lab also receives income
from donations, T-shirt sales and guided
tours. The Coral Sea is sometimes hired

out to scientists who want to use it to conduct research.

The revenue
facilities.

is used to maintain the
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Science to ‘Snack on:

Monkeys agree: mosquitoes suck
By Danielle Venton
SPECIAL TO THE LUMBERJACK

tea an age, ret + Mon-Fri 9-4, Sat & Sun 9-6
» Rewoslnies Bapet

P

1380 9th Street, Arcata

7O7-822-4842

We have something in common; | guarantee it. We both
hate mosquitoes. Few things
rival poison oak, mosquitoes
and blisters for fun-wrecking
in the woods.
A few years ago | went
on a backpacking trip in

handed-mid-air-capture-andslap technique. One evening
around the campfire, probably
after she’d heard just about
enough complaining, the trip
leader mentioned that John
Muir wasn't bothered by mosquitoes. He just let them be. At
the time | told myself Muir must
have been: a.) so stinky that

mosquitoes

the John Muir Wil-

¢ Giant’s Cupboard ° Jolly Giant Cafeteria

pagers Sop ane

¢ Dining Hall

FOODS, INE ° 7

oA

his

tai nutcase.

derness.

Ask for Delicious Tofu Snack Products at these sues Outlets..
at HSU ° The Depot * South Campus Marketplace and at College of the Redwoods

disdained

presence, or b.) a to-

We camped three nights
at Grass Lake, and never before or since have | been so
plagued by small, obnoxious
flying things. | didn't bring repellent. No one else had either. | myself don't have very
good hand-eye coordination
but, due to abundant practice,
all of us perfected the one-

Since that trip | always make it a point
to bring bug repellent,
but not without a twinge
of guilt. Would | have a
more natural and more
profound communing experience with nature if |
left it at home? Would Muir
disapprove of me? Am | neglecting to play my part in the
life cycle of these animals that
are, technically, just as a part
of this world as | am? Is it possible to make peace with the
little brutes?
Join me in a hearty NO!
Monkeys, one of the smartest
Mosquitoes, continued on page 16

Let us do your baking for you!
Holiday Breads & Rolls, Pumpkin, Apple-cranberry,
Mincemeatless, Blackberry & Bourbon pecan Pies, plus
many other delicious desserts & pies for your holiday
enjoyment. Place orders early for the holidays!
Our Wildberries location will be open
on Thanksgiving day, 6:30 am — noon.
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Procedure possibly prevents pleasure
By Melinda Myers
INviTEeD COLUMNIST
. /ve had this problem, and after talking with a girlfriend, found out | wasn't
alone. Since | had a hysterectomy, |
have almost no pleasure during sex. | rarely
have an orgasm, and when | do, it doesn't feel
anywhere neat like it used to. My friend doesnt
have orgasms at all since hers. Neither of us
has told our partners, and they have no idea.
They think everything is hunky dory. /s this common? Why weren't we told? Ils there anything we
can do?

quite painful for you prior to your surgery.
Personally, | think it sucks that a woman in
that case has a possibility of losing pleasure as
a consequence of getting rid of the pain. But,
| also would be remiss if | didn't say again that
most women don't lose sensation, or orgasmic
function as a result of hysterectomy. It’s just
very, very sad for those that do. It’s also offen-

Aj

you that the results of studies are

mixed, with some women reporting a decrease in their sexual response, and others reporting an increase, but with most experiencing
no change in orgasm quantity or quality following hysterectomy either with or without oophorectomy (that's the removal of the ovaries).
Unfortunately, that doesn’t really help women
like you who have experienced changes they
don't like following the remov-

Melinda Myers has been part of HSU's
She teaches Human
faculty for 10 years.
and other courses for the psycholpovomtin
ara ogy and women’s studies departments.
She
owns Good Relations
Lovers’ Boutique, a sex-

positive store in Eureka.
1 She is a single mom,
with two sons to whom

hati she lectures frequently
. pt about sex and relation-

SEES

any
ships. if you have

questions you would like answered, e-mail
her at: mm3@humboldt.edu.

Friday, December 5, 2003

perience, implying that the change is somehow
psychological and “not real.” | understand from
what you wrote that it is very real to you and
your friend.
Some surgeons will discuss with women
sexual

response

patterns

9:00 a.m. — 2:30 p.m.
West Gym - Forbes Complex

For a complete list of participating employers
come to the Career Center or visit our website at:
www.humboldt.edu/~career

prior to hys-

|
Bie.

terectomy. For example, one young woman
| know, whom a surgeon in Eureka treated,
was asked if she experienced orgasm or other
pleasurable sensations from deep in her vagina. When the woman answered “yes,” the surgeon discussed with her the option of leaving
her cervix intact. The woman chose that option and, coincidently or not, retains her full
sexual responsiveness. She would
not have had that option,

Presentations:
Tuesday, December
2nd
NHW 232.
for NR/Sclence Majors”, 12 noon,
“interviewing
e
Wednesday, December
3rd
“Resume Writing for NR/Sclence Majors”, 12 noon, NHW 232.
e
Natural Resources and Sciences Summer Experience Orientation, 5:15-6:15
®
p.m. NHW 130 (Sign up in Advance).
Thursday, December 4th
Career Center to sign
LA Unified School District Interviews, afternoon. Contact
e
up for an interview.

however, had the reason

al of their uteruses and/or
ovaries. The subjective re4
ports of those women are,
indeed, quite sad. As you
and your friend have discovered, the changes can be global and dramatic.
By way of explanation, several things could have caused that
change. There could have been damage to either the pudendal or pelvic nerve
caused by the surgery. Of course, damage to
one or both of those nerves could have been
caused by whatever condition led to your having a hysterectomy in the first place, too. There
could also be other changes structurally as a
result of the operation that affected your responses.
Most people agree that hysterectomy is performed too frequently in the United States, but
that doesn’t mean that some of them aren't critically necessary to maintain a woman's health or
life. | don't know what your specific situations
were, but, for example, if you had severe endometriosis, which is an overgrowth of the tissue
that usually lives inside the uterus but finds it
way outside into the abdomen in this disease,
the scarring could have damaged some of your
nerves along with many other structures. If that
were the case, sex probably would have been

Over 35 Employers
Confirmed!

sive when women's providers negate their ex-

their

: If | were to start with the research, I'd

Career Day

Friday, December Sth

for her hysterectomy
been cervical cancer.
| think the idea that
the uterus is only a reproductive organ, and not
a sexual organ is bunk. Per-

human

your

partners’

supposed

up in Advance).
m., NHW 130 (Sign

HUMBOLDT STATE UNIVERSITY

[ER
)

a>

Ee,

Career Center

130 Nelson Hall West, 826-3341

www. humboldt.edu/~career

experience,

fragile

|

Bo

@ —_ Disability accommodations
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|

neither of you have discussed this with your
partners. | would encourage you to explore
why that is so. | think that if you’re worried
about

p.
Natural Resources and Sciences Summer Experience Orientation, 4: 15-5:15

le

and | ask, believe me.
On top of the sadness involved
important

Contact Career Center to sign

| Tuesday, December
Sth

sonally, | wouldn't trust a gynecologist who espoused that,

in losing

LA Unified Schoo! District Interviews, afternoon.
up for an interview.

le

Seeeens

=

re
|

egos,

| hope you're underestimating them. Can you
imagine if your partner experienced such a
profound change, and then felt that you either
wouldn't understand or thought you wouldn't
care?

SZECHUAN

VEGETARIAN

The longer this continues, the harder it is to

feminist-owned sex company for ideas about
which ones to try.
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You can try using things that will increase cli-

ple and feel great to others. Talk to your favorite

i

¢ DIM-SUM

in town!

share it. You would probably benefit from working this through with a marriage counselor who
can help you decide when and how to bring
this up with your partner.
And we remain with the question about what
you can do about it. Because your partners
don't know, some of your options are reduced.
toral stimulation, and thereby experience more
orgasm that way. Vibrators, for example, might
help you both orgasm more easily. If you had
your ovaries removed, you might be experiencing a decrease in the testosterone that women
naturally make. This can play serious havoc
with your sex drive, and that in turn can make
orgasm harder to come by. Talk to your doctor
about whether this might be the case for you,
and see whether she/he feels supplementing
this is appropriate in your case. Some women
have had increased sensation from using the
L-arginine based creams. Certain brands have
menthol in them, and that can burn some peo-
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Mosquitoes:
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cpeureet nara

animals on the planet, hate

Tobacco tadustry targeted advertising

825-7655

mosquitoes too. That's how
smart they are. Researchers in central Venezuela have
noticed a group of wedgecapped capuchin
monkeys
(Cebus olivaceus) who rub
themselves with millipedes to
repel insects just as we slather

|
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443-8019 ~ chotce@humfire.org
www. hwonfise.org/CHOICE

cals produced by these millipedes are “many times stronger and more toxic than the
most powerful ‘deep woods'
mosquito repellent the United States Army can supply,”
according to the aforementioned, unfortunate Dr. Eisner.

Colony Inn
Cut the Cost of

Researchers believe

protecting themselves against

mosquitoes they may also
avoid infestation by the bot
fly, a parasite the mosquitoes
transmit.
When a millipede is found,
several monkeys will gather
around excitedly for a massage. After one is finished,
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though using the millipedes
incurs a degree of risk for the
capuchins (the benzoquinones
are carcinogenic for goodness
sake), short-term benefits outweigh the long-term costs. By
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The insect repellent chemi-
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use our computer

Sometimes

will open his mouth and pop
one in to provoke secretion.
If you happen to be in Venezuela over Thanksgiving and
come across one, | wouldn't
recommend mouthing it. According
to
www.emory.edu/
living_links/capuchins/nyt_millipede_articie.him, when one of
the researchers tried this, Dr.
Eisner “immediately ) fell to his.
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NICK BURMEISTER
Music Senior

As “Drive down the coast to see
my family and eat turkey.”

NICOLE HEWITT
Elementary Education Junior

As “I'm working all week — that
sucks, huh.”

SERENA PORTER
English Sophomore

As ‘I'm going to L.A. to visit my
sister.”

n

MATT TOLLEY
Environmental
Sciene Senior
As “I'm going ta go kayaking

and eat mame’s pie.”
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Crosby: At the Eureka Theater
Continued
from page 17

After his short jail bid in 1985,
Crosby came out of the depths

well-received by both parties,
but it turned out that the long-

of addiction
and was back on

lost son, James Raymond, was

track to rekindle his career as a

clean and sober
man.
The joyfuiness would be
short-lived.
Bad business management
caused Crosby to go
broke. Right around
the same
time in the early ‘90s, he suffered serious injuries ina motorcycle accident.

“a sseiehae

The 62-year-old was inducted into the Rock ‘N Roll Hall of
Fame twice as

JUST THE GIST

and broadway’s
“the lion king”

ig

Earthquake
of
Southern
California destroyed

& Who: David Crosby and
& CPR, Kulica and Kaydi
Johnson

Crosby,
Stills
and Nash.
Crosby once

his

& Where: the Eureka Theater

again

& When: Tuesday,
Nov. 25

the center
of at-

home.

And

within the same

year Crosby was 9 @ ow much: $40, $60 and $60
diagnosed with © Wet time:8p.m.
Hepatitis C, a
deadly liver disease. His liver
was deteriorating at an alarming speed due to the disease
and his previous drug addiction.
Virtually on his deathbed,
Crosby received
a last-minute
organ donation
in which his dying liver was replaced with a
healthy one. It was during
his
post-operation recovery where
the biggest blessing presented
itself
to Crosby.
The son that he had given up
for adoption
nearly 30 years before had found his father, Cros_by. Not only was the reunion

from the pickle family circus

geoff hoyle
in

became

“a hoyle in one”

tention in 2000
when
it was re-

vealed that he
had donated the sperm for fellow musician Melissa Ethridge
and her partner, actress Julia
Cypher’s
two children.
They all appeared on the
cover of Rolling Stone together
in January 2000 where Crosby,
after all the ups and downs of
his roller coaster existence,
still
wears his recognizable
smile.
David Crosby
and CPR will
be playing live at The Eureka Theater on Tuesday.
Doors
open at 6 p.m., with the show
starting
at 8 p.m. Tickets are
$40, $50 and $60 and available
at The Works and The Metro.
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Dube (vocals) of Massagana play the Humboldt Brewery.

Alex Lister (drums) and

Massagana makes music
By Lucas O. Cebulski

STAFF WRITER

The room wasn't full of smoke but the crowd at
the Humboldt Brewery was light headed and grinning last Saturday night. Everyone in the place
swayed and bounced in a mellow, happy kind of
trance. What was the cause of this mood elevation and mild euphoria you ask? Massagana, Arcata’s most promising young Reggae band, was
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just beginning its set and the audience was feeling groovy.
The first few songs were instrumentals
and it
quickly became obvious that this group, despite
being a band for only about a year, knew how to
play together. For three or four minutes they all
jammed around with a melody, each adding their
own bit of emphasis at times and then melting
back into the tune.
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Massagana: Arcata reggae band
Continued
from page 20

Bassist Jason Smith and drummer Alex Litsinger were the backbone of every song, adding

deep, Shaggy-Mr. Boombastic-type voice the
ladies all squealed like they were 15 again.

just enough variation to keep the rhythm exciting

“We packed the piace the last time we were

without compromising the musical foundation.
R.J. Satava added spice with his Binghi drums
and a bag of assorted percussion tools. Set way
off to the right was keyboardist
Levi Gordon. At

here,” said Litsinger before Saturday night's
show. “I just hope we do it again tonight.” And
do it they did. Midway through the show | asked
the bouncer what the capacity was at the brewery and with a grin he replied, “Probably a few
less than are in here right now.”
' Massagana doesn't have any intention of being a strictly Humboidt County band either. “We

times

| almost forgot he was there but anytime

he'd start to fade out of mind a keyboard solo

definitely
want to start playing

en

OO rahe

aye woteait withae We packed the

er. “We'll probably
try to stick

a fill and they'd all slip into a new
song without a pause. Smooth as
hell.

To date the band has played a
number of shows in Oregon, at

aes Me

etbion

a

eryone,
nod at Smith, pound out place
the last time around the West Coast at first.”
we

were

Slim's in San Francisco and at

UC Santa Cruz. Not to mention

Drummer for Massagana

playing regularly
all over the
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a

ishi Dube (vocals) was almost as much fun
to watch as he was to listen to. He'd be hopping
around to the beat one minute and the next he’d
stand like a statue with his hand in the air to emphasize a line in the song. More than once Dube
got caught up dancing with members of the
audience. And every time he dipped into that
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out of the area,” said Litsing-

would make eye contact with ev-

Humboidt area.
Massagana is currently in the process of recording it’s first album due to be released in
January. | definitely recommend checking it out.
Lately, Massagana has been playing at least a
couple times a month so it shouldn't be hard to
find a show. Until January you can get your Massagana
fix by going to see them live. Besides,
it's always more fun to dance with the band than
with yourself
in the mirror.
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Chico Tournament,

“Nicole will be better

University

separates her from

the

of

200

of

AR

South

Brookings.

*

other

the

We left for South Dakota at 4 a.m. on Thurs-

player Ss.

day,

Carol Harrison

and

arrived

the Sacramento

in at

head women's basketball coach

in the

airport

der, which put me in the
back of the line, to get

pre-season polls. This will be a big-time challenge for us, es-

At the bus everyone

was talking about their
yummy
buffalo wings
they ate at Hooters and

their ride on the roller
coaster. My craziest moment was the three consecutive escalators.
Corky's voice came
on the speakers. He
sounded like a late-night

they kicked their equip-

ment

bags

forward

the line moved.

as

Once

|

got closer to the check
in and half of the other

DJ

team

| began

had already done

so, | started to smell
food. Ah yes! The food

wrappers

how

basket and find peopleis - 7
what separates her from
other players."
Lynch, a second team

time

ingly diminished and it
was time to meet back
at the bus. | was feel-

ing

a little nervous
when

Gtseslen iody. wnerane
selling head massagers,

throw

the

vents

flat and

dead

the

from

home in a harsh climate,
playing without starters,
put us in some tough sit-

to

surpris-

not

ranging in the 30s.
A long way

uations.
“We have no excuses
to let this game get away

from us.” Coach Adkins
said.
.We didn't and we
played hard. We had to

Suck it up with the guys

some teammates.
The

in

The weather was as

South Dakota, we visited
the Mall Of America for
two hours. | went in with
a pack of guys and ended up alone and lost, the
mall was huge. | kept
passing the same stores
and praying | would find

ability to drop step to the

us

cold as with temperature

der the bus, because he
was huddled in there organizing all the bags.

voyage

can-

bly corn yellow.

as | was tossing it in the
cargo department un-

our

satin

the

terrain is. If it is not Girt
brown, then it is proba-

ence with. Corky was almost hitting with my bag

On

feel

and wishing us luck on
our game.
The strangest thing
about the Midwest is

loaded bus, we found
our driver, Corky Corkman. My first experi-

side shooters. Nicole will
be better this year than
she was last year. Her

smell

rie, but | realized he was

warning

After we arrived at
Minneapolis airport, and

up our out-

love songs.

to

dies, and see a hot vixen prancing in her linge-

were stuffing their faces
with cinnamon rolls and
sandwiches.

junior center Nicole Lynch.
“Nicole is really the key to
this offense,” Harrison said.
“We need to get the ball inside to her because she will
attract double teams which

playing

sheets,

court was only down the
hall, and my teammates

bad for HSU who will be lead by

ee
see ‘Jacks, continued on page 26

orgasms.

Everyone
else
seemed ‘zombified" as

Injuries have plagued the ‘Jacks since the end of last season. Already the team has lost three players for the yearjunior guard Jackie Kolesar, who will receive a medical
red-shirt after being diagnosed with mononucleosis in September, sophomore forward Renae Steel, out with tendonitis
in her knees, and sophomore guard Katie Richelieu, who will
undergo knee surgery after tearing her ACL during a pre-season practice.
However, the news is not all

(7.7 rpg) before a shoulder inju-

my. new device, that has
since given me many
of what | can only de‘scribe as multiple scalp

our boarding passes.

10-team Greater Northwest Athletic Conference.

ry cut her season short. She has

tion is money. While
haggling with her for

after we

pecially for our backcourt which is going to have a real chal'enge slowing up their guards, who are probably the best in
the state.”
The opening weekend of play will be a fine litmus test for a
team that finished 9-18 last year, good for eighth place in the

all-conference player in 2002,

Believe me, this inven-

at 9 a.m.
| had a bumpy and
twisting ride that kept
jolting me out of my
sleep, and | was ready
to snuggle up to the wall
landed, but we had to
stand in alphabetical or-

was the team leader in scoring (17.4 ppg) and rebounds

came to my rescue. She
stopped me and gave
me a demo of her tool.

Airport

year they are ranked in the top ten in the nation in several

will then open

with

Starr Writer

road against the No.
7 ranked team in Division || basketball, and they could not be
more excited about the opportunity.
“We want to win the Chico Tournament,” head coach Carol Harrison said. “Last season we split against them, but this
.
js

road

By Tim White

ing programs, injury @Nd find people is what

on

the

State

ta

Gone are conditionthe of: drop step to the basket

their season

on

2,0 0 a miles,
bus‘and plane, to face

season

mages in the East
Gym. The reality for
the ‘Jacks now is
that they must open

This is a firsthand account

oling

team. last year. Her ability to

rehabs and scrim-

cena
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nes get real for this year than she was
the HSU women's
basketball

ON Rete

"Jacks:
team, by senior
linebacker Tim White.
The ‘Jacks
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its
on
trip of the aan trav-
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This Friday, at the

ly

we had. We had a receiver playing corner.
A safety playing on a
broken ankle, and they
ec well, but we lost
.
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injury

extensively

in the off-season and looks to be
nearing 100:percent health.
“The shoulder is Going well,”
Lynch said. “I've rehabbed it dur-

- ing the off-season and continue to
work it back into shape now. Day-

shoulder

the

by-day

is getting

stronger and | believe it should be

close to full health when the season gets underway.”
In addition to Lynch, senior
guard Peni Vaefaga and junior forward Emily Watson both have returned from a season ending knee
injuries. Vaefaga, the team’s lone
senior and last season's co-captain, is being counted on to be
a leader in 2003-2004. Harrison
said the senior is the team’s most
versatile defender, possessing the
ability to match up with any position on the floor.
Sophomore guard Ashley John-
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As a member of “America’s

United States Coast Guard,
you'll be proud of who

but you will also be making a
| difference in your own life.

is to eclipse last season's win total. Ideally they want to finish in

the top four teams in the GNAC,
which would ali but guarantee
a spot in the NCAA Tournament

come March. The road will be difficult, however, as the conference
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opportunity for advancement
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as two other teams that won over
20 games in 2002-2003, Western
and Northwest Nazahai
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The ‘Jacks goal for the season

° Leadership training
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will

ate impact.

you’ve become — a respected

are crucial. Along with this
responsibility come some

move

and is able to make an immedi-

tives, ond
sevingced,
an effective and respected PE hwcssi
protecting the environment,

Johnson's

Wytko learns the system

tem

officer. As an officer in the

from

situation that may

perimeter when the ‘Jacks play
teams with bigger backcourts.
Johnson is only 5'5” and her backcourt mate Vaefaga stands 5’6”
tall. Some of those fears will be
offset if 5'10” freshman guard Kyla

of Freedom", you will
Shield

Sah

negative

be a lack of size on the defensive

ie

the brightest possess

more.

plays at her best in crunch time.

ee

eee

in transition

positions are trying to do.”
Johnson was described by her
coach as been a solid shooter who

he

lg

out

familiar with what people at those

p

leader and one who others
will look to when decisions

~

op

NT

“I've

position has helped because | am

¢ 268-8084
ee

Cc F

said.
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Having played the point guard

were

one

guard

been doing a lot of work on get-

SA

a | 7... 4.9

Johnson

ly smooth,”

- 6 p.m.

Eureka Location

A &y FY

son, a native of Arcata, will make

¢ Eligibility for retirement benefits
¢ 30 days yearly paid vacation

want to go to Chico and get things
started off on the right track.
“The team is really starting to
gel together and overall we seem
much more positive mindset going

into the season,” Johnson said.
“We're ready to get to work.”
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‘All we had to do was sell them on our vision’
By Charlene Murphy
Sports Eorror
it was three years ago, 69 wins earlier, before the three trips to the NCAA
Division || West Regional Tournament

and the two co-conference titles, that

the almost fairy-tale HSU basketball
powerhouse began.
it was before the Lumberjacks
were. called the ‘Jacks. Before the
men's basketball team had two preseason All-American athletes in its
starting line-up. And before the ‘Jacks
were ranked number one in Division
i! men's basketball team in the: na-

tion, that head coach Tom Wood envi-

sioned the plan that would raise HSU
men's basketball out of the dark time
it was lost in.
It was at a time when Wood and his

coaching staff faced the lowest point

in their HSU coaching careers. The
‘Jacks were coming off the worst season in HSU men's basketball history,
the 1999-2000 season the ‘Jacks went

1]
;

6-20 overall - the poorest HSU men's
basketball record since it was recognized as a division || team in 1980.
it was apparent after the 1998-99
season - the first year in which HSU
Athletics competed in a conference

(PAC West) which allows scholarships

- that many HSU athletic teams, including men's basketball did not have
the funding and talent needed to compete in their new conference.

Wood said the level at which the
men's basketball program was funded
in the previous two seasons, by HSU,
would not have allowed the program
to seriously contend in the new scholarship conference.
After the humiliating 1999-2000
season, Wood realized the severity of
his situation and what he had at stake
if his program did not take a positive
turn. Wood and his staff formulated
a new plan that would ultimately rebuild their basketball program. This
time rather than Wood creating game
plans of attack with simple X's and
O's, he designed a master plan rooted
in dollar signs.
“Either | was going to give it up
(scholarship dollars) or the University
was going to give up on me,” Wood
said.
Wood said he created a plan, which
would allow him to raise enough scholarship dollars through community donations and sponsorships to the point
that men's basketball program would
have at least four full-scholarships as
opposed to the one the program had

Men's basketball head coach Tom Wood looks to hie

in the previous seasons.
Wood then proposed his strategy
to former Athletic Director Mike Swan
who approved the controversial plan.
Swan decided to allow men's basketball to retain all dollars raised through
these fund-raising techniques, which
was not a popular decision amongst
other coaches in the department.
At this moment the fate of the men’s
basketball team had shifted instantly.
The men's basketball program had
put itself in position to recruit the talent it had longed for.
“We had a pian of how we would
divide that [scholarship dollars] up
and the result was five of the six
seniors we have now are from
that class,” said Wood. “We sold
them on the vision of wherewe
A

tus is a junior- which has ultimately reconstructed the unstable reputation of

the HSU men’s basketball team.
For Wood whose vision was to recruit a higher class of athletes.to his
program, said he could have never
imagined such a young group of guys
coming together and accomplishing
as. much they have as fast as they
have.

wanted to go.”
In the
the effects
plan were
men were

2000-2001 season,
of the Wood's master
exhibited. Eight freshbrought into the men's

basketball program - the remaining

players on the ‘Jacks squad from the
2000-2001 class are, seniors Austin
Nichols, Fred Hooks, Mark White Trey
Shannon and Dustin Kaatz; Aaron
Hungerford was recruited with in
the 2001-2002 class, but due to
a knee injury his eligibility sta-

s of
expectations
the same er
with om
newc

— Fred Hooks and Austin Nichols.
winning a national title as he does the veteran All-Americans
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While President Bush will be spending his
holiday doing who knows what in Crawford,
Texas, the Daughter's and Son's of the United
States, for no apparent reason, are still in Iraq.
This editorial is dedicated to them.
The editorial board agrees with the millions, if
not billions of people world-wide that believe the

Bush/Blair administration has put innocent troops

and civilians in harms way to further U.S. and
.
British imperialism.

;

We have come to the realization that this
particular cluster fuck ha& put
totally compromising situation
sympathetic too. However it is
that many have been going on

They

the troops in a
that we are largely
a similar situation
for millennia.

said What

There is no official reason for the

use of turkey on Thanksgiving.

Ttarhiit

Throughout history war has been seen,

Ob

by the powers that be, as a valid form of

They just happened to be the
most plentiful meat in 1621, the
year of the first Thanksgiving.

eee

communication. The powers that be have
also used different ill means to motivate those
normal citizens to become the force during the

Trai
Tan yee enecelD

exchange of nonverbal communication.
In this particular situation the rhetoric takes the

shape of better life. If you are still on the turnip
truck, we would like to let you in a little secret.
Our military is made up of our poor! They are the
fallout of capitalism, to top it off. For them, joining
the military is one of the only ways to a possibly
better shot at life in this capital-centered country.
Unfortunately aur nations poorest receive least
and worst quality of education.
The editorial board thinks of Thanksgiving as a
time to be with family and friends and to take a
break from work, nothing more nothing less. As
you do whatever you do with your free time, we
hope that you remember that people your own
age, however less educated, are killing and
being forced to kill.
Thanks.

>

into fashionin the
late 1600s; more
appropriate
for the
Salem Witchcraft
trials
than these

pilgrims.

What's some of the

DT

nasty stuff you eat on
Thanksgiving?
Mike Barry —~

“We had homemade

“| hate the cranberry

chinese-seteamed
buns one year. It
tastes really doughy
and we put tofu and
other vegetarian stuff
in there.”

sauce out of the can.
It's the oozy, gooey
feeling on my palate.

es
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It doesn't please my
taste buds.”

Vince Sanchez —

Megan Mitchell—

“Someone always

“We have oyster

brings homemade

stuffing. You can't

coleslaw. It just

see them but when
you bite into it you

tastes too plain and
dry every year.”

267

_._.

can taste it. It's slimy
and tastes like fish.”

Nile

ants

could help
S.H.I.T. out

positions

Dear Foundation Finance Committee
Members,
| am writing to you today to invite
you to take advantage of an invaluable resource on campus to help se-

cure an appropriate financial portfolio for what will become the HSU
Advancement Foundation.
At the September 25th Board of
Directors meeting, Dr. Saeed Mortazavi, Director of HSU's Masters of
Business Administration program, offered his investment expertise and financial knowledge to the Foundation.
Not only can Dr. Mortazavi review
portfolio proposals from independent
consultants, he also has access to a
free in-house resource, namely the
MBA students themselves. Next semester, Spring ‘04, MBA 640 Managerial Finance, focusing entirely on
investments, will be taught. | have
consulted with Dr. Mortazavi about
the possibility of developing a project for the MBA students specifically designed to investigate investment
funds that screen for socially responsible investment options. MBA students can conduct research looking
for well performing funds or portfolios
that would fairly represent HSU's mission statement.
As the semester

progresses

the

students and Dr. Mortazavi will report
to the Finance Committee, as well as
the Board itself, as to the progress of
the research. | will personally be enrolled in MBA 640 and can serve as
liaison between the class and the
board. This is an exciting opportunity that | am requesting the committee to seriously consider. Because Dr.
Mortazavi will need time to secure the
project details, as well as his class
syllabus, the committee will have to
decide relatively soon if it will take
advantage of this opportunity.
Please let me know your thoughts
in regards to this letter. There are two
more Board of Directors meetings remaining before next Spring semester
in which healthy discussion regarding this matter can take place. | am
aware that this month,s meeting has:
been specifically called to work on
transition materials and concerns.
And | also know it is everyone,s hope
that the new Advancement Foundation could start on July 1, 2004 with a
new and superior investment portfolio. Please contact to Dr. Mortazavi at
826-3846 about details and concerns
so that this proposal can be considered seriously.
| look forward to discussing this
opportunity with all of you soon.
Thank you,
Jacqueline Aboulafia

Administration
weighs in on
staff choices

The High Priest wins hands-down.
The best player on the best team. He

A Lumberjack editorial addressed

is reminiscent of Faulk in the Rams

Ff

Staffing issues in the Department of

§

Native American

Studies (NAS) last

fF

week. This HSU administration wants

F

glory days. Unstoppable, almost

uncontainable. With 14 TDs, he's

scored more than a lot of QBs.

to be open and direct in addressing

DORMAN:
Andre Johnson
WR Texans

the questions raised in the editorial.

During the summer of 2003, NAS
was approved to conduct a search
for one and possibly two full-time
temporary lecturer positions because
of the resignation of two NAS faculty members. However at the time
the search process was coming to
a conclusion, the final budget for the
California State University was determined leading to a further reduction

F

lin his NFL debut, Boldin set a rookie

i No. 3 pick in the 2003 NFL Draft
as quickly become a favorite target

record by racking up 211 receiving
yards and two touchdowns against
ithe Detroit Lions. He leads all rookie
wide receivers with 60 receptions for
867 yards (14.6 avg.).
QUINCEY:
Boldin WR Cardinals
| can't argue with you on this one,
Dorman. Boldin is going to be a Pro
Bowler this season. The kid is huge
and is the only thing that is hot this
year in the Arizon desert. Now if only
he could transfer some of that heat
and cook up some wins.

of Texans QB David Carr. On the year, f
a has 46 receptions for 711 yards
15.5 avg.) and three touchdowns.
QUINCEY:
Domanick Davis RB Texans
Yea, yea. Johnson is a real easy pick.

f

§

Take a look at the stats, but realize

in funding for Humboldt State University.

The administration was left with

is—a passing game does not exist
without a running game. Davis has
overtaken Stacey Mack's starting
job in Houston and has racked up
655 yards and has only received the
ajority of the carries in 6 games.

F

a difficult decision. Rather than hire

new faculty who might be subject to

§

layoff, the Provost determined that
it would be better to assign qualified faculty currently employed by
the University to teach in NAS. Two
tenured HSU Professors were identified, discussed with the NAS department chair and assigned to teach in
the NAS Department. A part-time lec-

§
f
§

af Only a genius like Bill Parcells could

have the Cowboys tied for first place

turer with scholarly publications and

f

teaching experience in Native American Studies was assigned two cours-

§)

Her credentials were

yards per game (120.4), No. 2 in total
rushing yards (1084) and is averaging}
4.9 yards per carry. His ability to move
the chains and eat up clock have
been an essential part of the Panthers
eyebrow-raising
8-2 start.
INCEY:
Stephen Davis RB Panthers
| agree Steve. Davis is the biggest
reason why Carolina is 8-2. Carolina
8-2! Spurrier shouldn't have
considered other Canidates when he
decided to release Davis. Hmmm...
STEVE McNair, STEPHEN Davis...
Their names aren't swaying you, right?

QUINCEY:
Priest Holmes RB Chiefs

Editor,

es in NAS.

Davis is No. 1 in the NFC in rushing

o single player means more to
is team than McNair means to the
tans. He leads the conference in
passer rating (103.9) and yards per
pass attempt (8.38) while throwing16
D passes to only four interceptions.
cNair was the driving force behind
he Titans six game streak of scoring
30 or more points earlier in the year.

re-

viewed by the Provost, Dean, and
NAS Department Chair. Following the
recommendation of the NAS depart-

f
Ff

ment chair, one of the finalists for the

f

cancelled search was assigned sev-

f

HSU is currently in the process of

§

conducting a search for at least one
and possibly two permanent (rather than temporary) faculty to begin

Ff

teaching in the NAS department in

fF ”

lege of Arts, Humanities and Social

f

Sciences and are being conducted
despite the continuing severe budget
reductions experienced by Humboldt
State University.
Jane Rogers
University Spokesperson

§
Ff
F

the season because he can't stop

running his mouth. Oakland is an
easy choice for runner-up.
QUINCEY:
San Diego Chargers
| may be a little biased because this is
my hometown but after Boston signed
and how LaDanian and Drew Brees
showed potential, | expected more.

the NFL. Astounding.
QUINCEY:
Cincinnati Bengals
he Bungles did what?! They're on top
of their division and they just knocked
off the only undefeated team in the

presently teaching four NAS classes.

§
&
F
F

after dropping their last three games
and at 4-6 are in grave danger of
missing the postseason. And now
WR Keyshawn Johnson has been
deactivated for the remainder of

them into the No. 15 ranked offense in

eral courses in the department. He is

the Fall of 2005. This action is being
taken in a campus climate in which
only a handful of searches for permanent faculty will be conducted this
year. These NAS positions have been
identified as top priorities in the Col-

'ne defending champions are reeling

[gam

with a far more talented Philadelphia
Eagles team in the NFC East. Parcells
took a good defense and made it
better. However, more amazingly
he took a horrible offense — lead by
erratic QB Quincy Carter - and turned };

DL Panthers

No single player means more to

ga

is team than McNair means to the
itans. He leads the conference in
passer rating (103.9) and yards per

Dass attempt (8.38) while throwing16

D passes to only four interceptions.
cNair was the driving force behind
8 Titans six game streak of scoring
30 or more points earlier in the year.

QUINCEY:
Roy Williams S Cowboys
I'm a little disappointed Dorman.
fou're singing the ‘Boys’ praises a nd

don’t go with that team’s MVP. The}.
year guy is the staple of the be

3 defense
in the

leag

p

(167 /PQ).

Fi

As stated above, Parcells is a master

motivator who could possibly lead his
third different franchise to the promise
land. John Fox of Carolina is a close
second.
QUINCEY:
Marvin Lewis Bengals
Who is the last starting Cincy QB you
can name? Jeff Blake, Dave Klingler?
The team has averaged 4 wins per
season since 1991! That kind of
losing is ingrained in a team's psyche.
Marvin Lewis is just the psychatrist to
kick that kind of attitude.
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Joleen Hays &
The Tritones
at Saffire Rose

Jazz. 7:30 p.m. $5.

Airhead, The Next Generation,

a

|
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show
forthe
Arcata
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ish club, including hors
at the Old am

Center
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Smokin’ Moses. 8 p.m. $10, tickets at

Wildwood Music, The Works, and The

A

.

Metro.

Li

Plaseuraesur, DJ Thanksgiving

Brown, JPG

at Saffire Rose

ome

Rock/Hip-hop. 9 p.m. $5.

mali ah
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dee

WEDNOV19

Old Man Clemins
at Six Rivers Brewery, McKinieyville

Jam. 9 p.m. 21+.
on campus, at the Van Duzer Theatre

DJ Dub

Host of Public Radio program, “A Prarie
Home Companion” and author of eight
books, Keillor shares his thoughts and
stories. 8 p.m. $45/gen., seniors, $35,
HSU students. Tickets avail. at the HSU
Ticket Office, The Works and The Metro.

at Six Rivers Brewery,

Folklife Bluegrass Jam

Bounce, 1-Ton
at Club West

at Muddy Waters

a

POET i

Ai Mn
eM, BB

>

9:30 p.m. 21+.

————

Eureka

9 p.m. 21+.

Open Mic
at Sacred Grounds

8 p.m.

Taking Our Mass Media Back

From Large Corporations
on campus, at Siemens Hall 108

Seminar. Free food. 6 p.m.

Karaoke With Makin’ Muzic
at Red Lion
9 p.m.

oe

om

RN

ae

ea

>

Led Zeppelin Tribute

mie

—

One Wise Sound
)

a

at Rumours

Dancehall reggae DJ. 9 p.m. $2.

Acoustic/bluegass. 9 p.m. $3.

mSKulica,Rorory arte

MONNOV24

Groove/Acoustic/soul. 9 p.m. $7. 21+.

)

Hip-hop. 9 p.m.

Sleep In!
No school. No shows to list.

SATNOV22
The Cheese Pit

The Che

TUESNOV25

Dance to ‘80s tunes and play Atari video
games on a big screen. 9 p.m $5.

David Crosby with CPR,

,

Karaoke Express

Lyckitty Split, Higher Funktion,

at Six Rivers Brewery, Eureka

DJ

7:3 p.m. 21+.

Solo

Kulica,

Kaydi Johnson

— & Eureka Theater For The Arts
Rock. 8 p.m.

at Mazzotti’s

9:30 p.m. 21+.

THURSNOV20
Que La Chinga,

John Grizzly and DJ Yose

Nevada Back-

at Bive Lake Casino

wards
at the Alibi
Country/punk. 10 p.m. $3. 21+.

a

Se
a

at Dell’Arte

at your favorite resting place

DJ Hal
at Blue Lake Casino

ES5
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*

Bluegrass. 7 p.m.

Br
aan

Me ome ati 5 ie
or Slee

tin, a

se nae

Garrison Keillor

Compose Yourself!

om

Acoustic. 7:30 p.m.

Reggae. 9 p.m. Free. 21+.

Donna Landry Trio
at Saffire Rose
Jazz/blues. 5:30 p.m.

Horn & Low Brass Studio
on campus, at the Fulkerson Recital Hell

Kaydi Johnson
at Muddy Weters

Acoustic/soul. 8 p.m. $5.

Massagana
at Rumours

Reggae. 9 p.m. $5.

8 p.m. Free.

Ground Control Ladies Night with DJ Leonard
at Bive Lake Casino

Humboldt Brewery

Jazz. 8 p.m. Cost: TBA. 21+.

7 p.m. 21+.

H

lh Grade Sound

Dancehall reggae. 10 p.m. $4. 21+.
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Let us know at thejack@humboidt.edu

verity the authenticity
of the company.

The Lumberjack
is not responsible for

of viewing life

| www.kahniansociety.com
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TIN CAN
MAILMAN
buys
books, including textbooks, daily
from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. Cash or
trade credit~your
choice. Comer of
10th and H. Friendly staff, wonderful books. Since 1972. 822-1307.

Unlimited

Internet

access

$15/

(888) 923-3238, or visit www.cam
pusfundraiser.com.

month. Excellent tech support and
customer service. Locally owned
(707) 822-8291.

PROFESSONIAL MUSIC studies.
Learn from a teacher who has
been there. Check out the gigs,
publications and recordings at:
www.sydmusic.com/marco.

740 GLE,

513

Brought

J

Street,

Arcata

e

ust

north

of Café

Mokka

to

THRILLS
BAY BOAT RIDES, Rentals &
Lessons. Sail, row, kayak and
Water Taxi tours, clinics and
classes ongoing for young and
old.
Tour
Humboldt
Bay's

sloughs

and

islands

from

Woodley isiand Marina. Click on
humboats.com
or call Hum-

Boats: 707-444-3048

SALE
‘86 VOLVO

<>

ANEW WAY

the validity of any offers advertised.

JADA COMMUNICATIONS.
internet Service and
Design.

TOYOTA

1

ments requesting
money to be sant.
or giving a credit card number over
the phone, you may want to contact
the local Better Business Bureau to

<>

FE

Before responding
to the advertise

auto-

matic, A/C, CD, sunroof, power
everything,
recent-new

$2250/offer.

runs
excellently,
tires and brakes.

476-8571

eves/

wknds, 442-6463 days.

MECHANIC’S SPECIAL. ‘91
Chevy Blazer S-10 Tahoe. . 4door, 4X4 (only used a few
times). Runs, but needs some
lovin’. $1500 OBO. Call 445-

Wev
soresof
bs you get behind the wheel, why not put the “pedal to the metal” and let your dreams toke

3913 if you know a sweet opportunity
when it appears right in

off# American Honda's National Trainee Program will take you on @ 13-month trip around the
company and give you tools for a career in the automotive industry. Your training will be based in
Torrance, California, with extended assignments at other Honda locations throughout the country.

front of you in 9 pt. font.

Snare

SURFBOARDS FOR SALE!
Brand new. Top Quality, Great Deals!
Call Sarah or Aaron! 822-1002.

* Custemer

get ready fer
the Pregrem,
fer an exciting and rewarding career in

Relations

° Parts

* Service

* Seles Consulting

A Bachelor's degree and three years of prior work experience is strongly preferred. We're

looking for creative thinkers, self-storters, and team players with superior multi-tasking
obilities. Strong interpersonal, communication, and presentation skills are essential,
along with proficiniency
MS Word, Exce
and PowerPoint.
l,
You must also be able

e

to relocate and travel extensively. Automotive familiarity and customer service
experience is a big plus.
American Honda offers competitive salaries, comprehensive benefits, car

leasing/purchasing benefits and opportunities for growth. Please send your

101 H Street
Suite D
Arcata, CA

resume and salary history, including job code: AHM1029TTMTH to National

' Trainee Program, American Honda Motor Co., Inc., 1919 Torrance Bivd., M/S:
.

100-1€-3A, Torrance, CA 90501-2746. Fax: (310) 783-2110 or apply online

at weew.honda.com. We are an Equal Opportunity Affirmative Action Employer.
Women and minorities are encouraged to apply.

HO
ND
A.
American
Honda Motor Co., inc.
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